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What Makes Robotics the Perfect High School STEAM Experience? 

Assembling, programming and controlling a robot is the perfect project based learning 

STEAM (Science-Technology-Engineering-Arts-Math) experience. Robotics touches all 

STEAM content areas and can appeal to all types of learners. As a technology teacher, I 

am intrigued by the seemingly endless possibilities of what a robot can do for the human 

endeavor. Hollywood has captured my nerdy robotic fascination with movies like “Short 

Circuit”, “RoboCop”, “IRobot”, “WallE” and more recently, Carl Hayden Community High 

School’s “Spare Parts”.  

Whether students work in teams on alone, creating a robot is a welcome change to the 

typical course work as allows for hands-on experience. Assembling and customizing a 

robot is also fun!  In high school, students build plastic (Lego) robots or aluminum erector 

(Vex) set types. Kits can range from $300-1000 per robot depending on raw materials 

and the desired on-board computing power. Such a bitter sweet day when the teacher 

assigns the robot kits.  The excitement in the classroom is palatable and yet, every 

student is convinced they are missing parts from their inventory. After vacuuming and 

picking up countless pieces, they are most certainly short but luckily kits come over 

stocked. 

The experience starts with a right brain activity; robot 

build, and ends with a left brain activity; adding 

intelligence and programming the new creation. Inquiry 

based learning and a learned understanding of motion 

puts the S in STEAM. Speed, acceleration, force, 

friction, torque, and power influence a robot's 

performance. Students learn how mechanical energy is 

stored in the robotics system as well as relationships 

between forces and motion.   

Robots kits have an onboard motor that is controlled by a CPU. There is a wide variety of 

choices available to program the robot. Enter, the T in STEAM. Learning software is 

required. Students can use on-board robot software, GUI programs or a programming 

language. The logic of the programming code organizes the systematic approach to solve 

a problem. Countless code combinations can be used which is frustrating and rewarding 

at the same time. In the classroom setting, I have used the following software packages 

to program robotic movement (free and for a fee); Lego Mindstorms, Microsoft Robotics 

Studio, and freeC language.   

To connect the robot to the network, students should be exposed to bluetooth, wired and 

wireless network technologies. Cell phones, desktops and laptops, and gaming console 

joysticks should be experimented with to find the optimum controller. Student reflection 
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on the best possible combinations is a great way for them to explore technology. Free, 

open sourced software, with the Bluetooth network configuration worked the best for my 

classroom robots (circa 2011).   

Using blueprints to create and iterate a model build and programming puts the E in 

STEAM. Students analyze, make conclusions and many times, make refinements to kit 

blueprints and coding. This process is akin to the engineering design process and the 

scientific method. Once assembled, it is natural to be overly protective of your creation. 

Parts are expensive and the completed robot is labor intensive. Schools spend equal 

amount of money securing this inventory as they do in robot assembly. 

The first robot I built was during an ASU summer camp for teachers (2008). The Lego kit 

build instructions was a book full of “to scale” images. Few words, the student is expected 

to use the graphics to interpret how the millions of tiny parts are assembled. At first, the 

missing technical instructions annoyed me but gradually I grew to appreciate and herald 

the graphic based approach as a cross cultural, multi-national and unisex set of 

instructions (aka IKEA product assembly specifications). No bias, no excuses; you either 

guess correctly or you rebuild!  Four afternoons, one rebuild of the lower chassis and a 

migraine later, I built my customizable robot. Although it took me longer to build the same 

robot than everyone else, my robot put the A in STEAM, a real piece of art! But it is not 

over yet, the fun is continues!  

After the robot is built, students become anxious to see the robot move autonomously. 

Robotic programming and quantitative reasoning put the M in STEAM.  Basic movements 

methods are forward(up), backward(down), turn left, turn right and stop. These 

movements are accomplished by a series of tasks using variable methods. If the robot is 

configured with sensor intelligence, then measurement information becomes part of the 

algorithm. Solving real world problems involving velocity, gear ratios and torque, are key 

to robot performance. A winning team in a competition has superior math equations. 

Whether our robot has wheels to roll, wings to fly, legs to walk, arms to move, or some 

combination, there is logic to be coded and STEAM skills to be challenged and applied.  

 

 

 


